ONTARIO’S FILM & TELEVISION PRODUCTION SOARS with Record-Breaking Year

2021 INDUSTRY STATS

$2.88B
Record Breaking $2.88 billion to Ontario’s Economy

$4B
Including Broadcaster In-House & Commercial Productions

ONTARIO’S FILM & TELEVISION INDUSTRY

80 Regional Film Offices. Film and TV is active throughout the province. Many productions are filmed in more than one jurisdiction in Ontario, creating jobs and economic impact for local suppliers, vendors and talent.

3.7M sq ft of Stage Space. Expected 60% growth over next few years - that’s 6.3M sq ft!

48,000+ High Value Jobs. Full-time equivalent direct and spin-off jobs for Ontarians

394 Productions. 274 Domestic, 120 Foreign
72 Feature Film, 192 TV Series
360 Live, 34 Animated

24 Sustainable Production Partners. Ontario’s film industry is committed to environmentally sustainable action through the Ontario Green Screen (OGS) Initiative, a public/private partnership of 24 industry and government partners. OGS provides the tools, education and community necessary to make real sustainable change.

11.5B to Ontario’s economy in 2020 to $2.88B in 2021 - an increase of 92%
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